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HYSPLIT: A visualization tool for simultaneous evaluation of air mass history and back
trajectory consistency.”
The Cryosphere
Cryosphere
2/ We added three newThe
references
(Ding et al., 2009; Lawrence et al.,
2003; O’Shea
Discussions
et al., 2013) to broaden the literature review provided in the introduction.
3/ Section 2 has been abridged wherever appropriate.
4/ The authors have employed HYSPLIT 4.9 in standard set-up with kinematic 3-D
trajectories and stated that clearly in the manuscript in section 3.1 (page 5360, line
19). We have, however, altered the potentially misleading sentence in section 3.2
(page 5362, lines 25-27) since it is true that even in the absence of latent heat release
in clouds radiative cooling although small will change the potential temperature of an
air parcel. The revised text connecting limited vertical motion with tropospheric stability
now also corresponds to the reference: “This reflects the fact that vertical motion is
generally limited by the abundance of stable and quasi-horizontal tropospheric layers
(Newell, 1999).”
5/ The reviewer raises concerns over the general representation of convection in HYSPLIT particularly regarding modeled rises illustrated in section 5. It is correct that
convection is not computed or parameterized by the trajectory model since HYSPLIT
only interpolates the utilized GDAS data to its internal terrain-following (σ) coordinate
system (Draxler and Hess, 1997). On the other hand, since this interpolation occurs
without altering the vertical resolution of the meteorological input, HYSPLIT is capable of presenting transport through convection and precipitation (see item 4 in specific
remarks below) to the same degree of accuracy as provided by the meteorological input. In case of the GDAS data this is a rather crude cloud physics parameterization
(Han and Pan, 2011) as we point out in section 3.2 (page 5365, line 1). In summary,
the authors emphasize that the modeled rises illustrated are due to widespread deep
convection parameterized in the GDAS data but that the vertical velocity should not be
trusted since real parcel ascents will be poorly represented owing to convection and
C2735

turbulent mixing in the cloud. We would also like to add that we believe the GDAS
resolution to be too coarse to resolve localized convection.
6/ We have revised the first paragraph of section 6 to better emphasize that although
quantitative error evaluations may be omitted for an “off-the-shelf” air history analysis
utilizing our visualization routine they are recommend for a more thorough analysis of
general HYSPLIT performance and possible limitations of the model for the time and
location investigated.
Specific remarks – minor issues
1/ - 4/ Critical text passages have been revised as suggested and imprecise wording
regarding GDAS precipitation and the trajectory model has been adjusted where it
appears in the manuscript.
5/ The authors are aware that deformation, turbulence, and convection do not affect the
accuracy of the trajectory computation itself as clearly stated in the introduction (e.g.
page 5347, lines 15-20) but instead may limit the usefulness of the computed parcel
path compared to the actual path the measured air mass took (total error/deviation,
page 5361, lines 11-22). We, however, clarified misleading text passages in section
3.2 to better account for these differences. We now also mention lagrangian particle
dispersion models (LPDM) in the introduction although we note that employment of
these models still requires larger computational resources and might hence not be
appropriate for an “off-the-shelf” air history analysis as discussed here. Additionally,
the use of the word exact with regard to numerical error calculations is based on the
statement “perfect numerical algorithms would yield identical starting/ending points” for
a forward/backward test as found in the Fuelberg et al. (1996) study in their section 2.
6/ Table 2 has been updated with relative transport errors.
7/ The new Fig. 4 caption has been revised to: “Histograms and corresponding CDFs
of measured CO (upper row) and CNhot (lower row) as obtained by classifying all back
C2736

trajectories (data set T, column 1) and in-situ observations (data set M, column 2) into
two distinct air mass groups. ITCZ and South American air masses are marked in red
and black color, respectively. See section 4 for additional information.”
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